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Lily and her friends say 
“Keep our  beautiful beach litter free” 



“Pooh!    Bag!   Bin!    In!” 
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Characters from the Book Lily Windy and the Witch 
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“Litter !   Bin!   Litter!   In!”  



“Plastic in the sea can hurt me!” 
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Characters from the Book Lily Windy and the Witch 



“Different  things   deserve   different   bins!” 
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Characters from the book Lily Windy and the Witch 





Beach Quiz 
 
 

 1.You can find an animal on the South Shields coast that has 10 
legs including 2 big claws, and a strong hard back to protect it. 
What is it? 

2. What are the names of the 2 rivers that flow into the sea along 
Windy’s Way – 1 is near South Shields and 1 is near Sunderland? 

3. What is the name for the big buildings along the coast that shine 
a bright light out to sea to warn ships of rocks and cliffs? 

4. What are the beaches at South Shields and Seaburn made from? 
5. If someone drops a plastic bottle and it floats out to sea, how 

long will it last before falling apart? 
6. What is a seagull’s favourite food? 
7. True or False – You can put paper, glass, plastic, and metal into a 

recycling bin and it will get made into something new? 
8. How many legs does a star fish have? 
9. What is the biggest animal on Earth? 
10 What type of people used to land their ships at Marsden Bay in 

the middle of the night, so they weren’t seen and caught? 
Answers 

 

 

 1. Crab, 2. River Tyne and River Wear, 3. Lighthouses, 4. 
Sand, 5. About 450 years, 6. Fish, 7.True, 8. Normally 5 legs, but they can 
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